Using Pseudoscience To Commit Crimes Under The Nuremberg Code
Written by Dr Judy Wilyman PhD, Principia Scientific International, 17 December 2021
Since 1946 a vital and unimpeachable cornerstone of our civil liberties is this: Nuremberg
Code ‘No Government can Mandate or Force Medical Treatment without Individual
Consent (Article 6 Section 3)’
Individual consent cannot be given if you are bribed with your ability to earn money to live
or participate in society. This is the biggest lie that politicians are currently promoting:
coercion is not individual consent.
Governments globally are implementing a mandatory medical treatment for healthy people,
and this is a crime under the Nuremberg Code because it is not based on individual consent.
Any politician, doctor or journalist that is promoting or giving these injections with bribes or
false/misleading information is complicit in this crime and will be held accountable by the
people.
Watch Dr Judy Wilyman’s speech at the Perth Freedom Rally:
On the 20th of November rallies to fight for medical freedom were held around the world and
this will be repeated in Australia this Saturday 27th of November with the Millions March
across Australia.
In Australia it was estimated that crowds of around 150,000+ people gathered in Sydney,
Brisbane and Melbourne and over 50,000 gathered in both Perth and Adelaide. Yet these
figures were misrepresented in the mainstream media with false information about the rallies
and the speakers.
On the 22nd November the West Australian newspaper, that is corporate-sponsored, claimed
there were only 10,000 people in Perth and I was defamed in this article with false
information that had no relevance to Saturday’s rally.
This is an example of the lack of integrity and accountability that exists in Australian
journalism and it has been the case for 10 years due to the powerful industry lobby groups
that control the Australian media.
Dick Smith’s Australian SKeptics’ lobby group (that is not a scientific organisation)
influences every media outlet and research institution in Australia. It is time for Australians
to decide what sort of society they want to live in and to take positive action to restore
integrity in our institutions and ethics in the medical profession.
Here is the speech I gave at the rally on 20th of November 2021, and it will explain to you
why big pharma needs to denigrate and ridicule any doctor or scientist
who questions vaccine science:
Big Pharma Pseudoscience is Dividing Society – Dr. Judy Wilyman (10 min speech)
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I knew you would all turn up when we needed you!
Many of you have followed my journey for many years so you will be aware of the
corruption of the science and the politics that have led to politicians blatantly
mandating an untested genetic technology in the human population. Shame on you
all!
This is not a vaccine. This is an untested drug. Lawyers are even calling it a device
NOT a medicine.
And it has never been proven to prevent COVID19 disease. It has never been tested to
prevent COVID19 disease, only to reduce the symptoms – that is a drug NOT a
vaccine!
So, Mr. McGowan and employers you are implementing “an injection program” NOT
a “vaccination program” and this is a very different thing.
You have not provided any risk assessment for this injection program so your claim
that you are doing it to keep employees safe is fraudulent!
Your own government data shows that you’re killing and harming thousands of
Australians with this injection program – every day!
Morrison and Mr. McGowan and all politicians this is called GENOCIDE and we
want these mandatory policies immediately repealed.
And to doctors, politicians, church leaders, journalists and celebrities – stop telling
people “you are following the science” – you are not!
You are following the industry PSEUDOSCIENCE and promoting a religion through
bullying and emotional arguments.
And censorship and bullying are NOT a ‘consensus’ of the science.
Just yesterday Mr. Morrison told the world that Australians had ‘done the right thing’
“they had done the work’ and we now have 80% vaccination rates across the country.
That’s right, all of you that were bribed with your jobs and livelihoods – your ability
to feed your families and to participate in society in any meaningful way – to take this
untested genetic technology – have done it VOLUNTARILY!
No acknowledgment of the stress and terror that Australians are feeling as he pulls out
the very existence of your lives!
Shame on you Mr. Morrison – you have committed the biggest crime a government
can commit on its people.
Just this week Mr. Morrison was quoted as saying “he did not believe he had ever lied
to the people”. Yet he is currently telling the world that Australians have reached 80%
vaccination rates ‘voluntarily’.
So we are truly in 1984 where black is white and 2 +2 +5
You are not using “science” Mr. Morrison, you are using industry-funded
pseudoscience from the Doherty Institute. Statistical manipulation with nontransparent industry assumptions.
And doctors are parroting this industry science because they are regulated by a
medical board that is controlled by the government – AHPRA – that has reversed
medical ethics and principles, so doctors are required to support government
“vaccination policies” against the patients best interest.
Well Mr. Morrison and all premiers these are NOT vaccination policies these are
“injection policies” with an untested and very dangerous technology. A crime against
humanity. Can it be put any clearer?
So how did industry stop doctors and scientists from questioning the science? They
coined the word ANTIVAXXER and they used the media to denigrate and ridicule
anyone who dared to question the risk-benefit of using multiple vaccines as
‘ANTIVAXXERS’.
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You have been told what to think and now science is a religion through the bullying
and denigration from the Murdoch controlled mainstream media.
A drug that has never been tested to see if it prevents a disease is not a vaccine and
humans do not need vaccines to live on this earth.
Humans are born with a perfectly formed immune system that enables us to naturally
prevent disease and the use of multiple vaccines is destroying our natural immunity
and causing an epidemic of chronic illness that is destroying the genetic fabric of
society!
Governments are not listening to the ‘science’ they are listening to ‘pseudoscience’
and it is up to the public to change the language of this debate so that Mark McGowan
understands the genocide that is being committed by his unlawful public health
orders.
So this is how we change this discussion with friends and family –
Firstly, this is not a ‘vaccination campaign’ it is an ‘injection campaign’ and Mark
McGowan’s entire justification for this policy is destroyed because he cannot claim
that it is ‘keeping people safe’. It is not.
And there is no such thing as an “unvaccinated person against COVID19 disease”
because there is no vaccine proven to prevent this disease.
So Mr. Morrison you need to immediately remove your disgraceful advertisement that
is being used to divide this nation at Christmas time! This advert is telling people they
should be concerned if there are family and friends present who are unvaccinated.
Morrison – is this preparation for when you want to remove the unvaccinated and put
them in the quarantine camps that are being built in every state across this country?
This federal liberal government, under Scott Morrison, is turning families and friends
against each other based on false and arbitrary medical definitions and information.
When the WHO’s definitions no longer fit the agenda, the corporate partners change
these definitions to suit the agenda.
Well Australians are saying Enough is Enough and we are standing with our
indigenous community in the NT who are leading the way!
Australians are saying NO to the testing of any healthy people who do not have
symptoms. We say NO!
Australians say No to QR coding and case-tracing for healthy people without
symptoms! We say NO!
Australians say No to healthy people without symptoms being quarantined for 2
weeks. We say NO!
Australians say NO to coercion with any medical procedure, including vaccines. We
say NO!
And there is no such thing as an ‘unvaccinated person’ because humans do not need
vaccines to live.
We are the healthy people who are creating the immunity in the population that
reduced the risk from infectious diseases by creating natural herd immunity!
Australians – do not use the word ‘unvaccinated’ because there is no proof that this
injection will prevent COVID19 disease!
In fact, our own government regulator states that it cannot prevent COVID19 disease
because it is not specific to the SARSCov-2 virus. That’s right, it is not designed to
prevent this disease.
So, we are ‘unjabbed’ not ‘unvaccinated’ because this is ‘a drug and not a vaccine’.
These are the arguments that will unite us with our family and friends, and this is how
we will defeat our corrupt government!

More at www.vaccinationdecisions.net

